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Judy Schaefer really
doesn’t know where she
picked up on the idea of cre-
ating tiny masterpieces, but
knows it adds to her efficiency
as an artist. 

“I feel like I can get finished
product — that I’m really
happy with — done more
quickly than if it were a huge
painting,” she says. 

Don’t get her wrong. “Done
more quickly” does not mean
Schaefer skimps on detail. 

e paintings themselves
stand out, and with the addi-
tion of her tiny, ornate frames
— they jump off the wall. 

Although her pieces can
take anywhere from two
hours to two evenings, she
keeps them at $59 each,
something that is important
to her. 

“I’m not into it as a busi-
ness aspect. It’s what I do in
my spare time.” 

She doesn’t keep a website
for her work, doesn’t belong
to a lot of clubs. She gets her
motivation from taking in
other artists’ work. 

She studies through work-
shops, lately even dipping
into pallet knife painting and
landscapes. 

But it’s easy to tell — her
tiny brushes seem to be a part
of her. e tiny brushes, she
says, give her so much more
control. 

Blessed with good eyes,
Schaefer uses no kind of mag-
nifying device when she

paints. Only the oil, and her
lap as a desk.

“I need little, tiny brushes.
And a lot of patience.” 

Schaefer takes photos of
larger settings. 

Later, she focuses on one
part of the photo that particu-
larly stands out to her. 

It may be a flowering bud,
a highball glass with ice, a
shiny teapot accented by sun-
light.  

“I hope others can zero in
on God’s creations — as I do
in my paintings — during the
exhibit. It sticks with me.
Something as simple as a
flower, no two are alike, and
so beautiful. Sometimes I
pray before I start,” she says. 

Very thankful for a talent
she considers God-given, she
hopes others walk away with
what she does — an inner
peace. 

“I really am more reserved,
kind of an introvert. But that’s
not a bad thing,” Schaefer
says. 

Artist finds inner-peace, hopes others will through exhibit

‘Plane’ air
painting 

Artist’s viewpoint promises
new take on landscapes
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Lynn Dunbar says she didn’t verbalize so well growing
up. So she drew and painted, her pieces speaking
through the bright, natural colors depicting neighbor-

hoods, winding rivers and all things outdoors. 
En plein air painting — a French term meaning “in the open

air” — became her preference. She creates her masterpieces
on the spot, outside, among her subjects. She loves to hear the
birds and feel the breeze. 

Now, Dunbar takes to the air for a
bird’s-eye view, chartering flights in
Kentucky and Southern Indiana. She
says she chases the patterns and play
of light across the land’s surface
through seasonal changes, and with
this pattern of light she brings a can-
vas to life. 

e rich oil colors leap off of trees
at the viewer, adding movement to
texture. It’s easy to get pulled in, stim-
ulating other senses — imagining how
the leaves crunch underfoot, or the
smell in the air at the water’s edge. 

Her pieces done after flights add a
new perspective to her landscapes, defining the natural beauty
of the earth with the full picture of the way a river winds, or the
perfection of crop row patterns and colors.  

“Her aerial viewpoint allows the paintings to break free of
the gravity that makes traditional landscapes so predictable,”
says Brandon Long, the arts Center’s program director. “e
unusual vantage gives the artist the liberty to create paintings
that are quite abstract, yet not entirely nonrepresentational.”

What does Dunbar hope others walk away from her exhibit
with? 

“A sense of flight and color. Love of land!” Dunbar says. “I’ve

SO YOU KNOW
“Near & Far” is this
month’s featured ex-
hibit in the Grand Hall
of the Community
Arts Center. The

artist, Lynn Dunbar,
who lost her 6-year-
old son to cancer, do-
nates a percentage of
her sales to childhood

cancer research.

Tiny brushes, a lot of patience

SO YOU KNOW
“Tiny Treasures,” by Judy Schae-
fer, is in the Farmers National
Bank Gallery through March.  
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See DUNBAR, on C3

This is one of Judy Schaefer’s works on exhbit at the Community Arts Center.


